
AVS - Series SK butterfly valves
Installation, Maintenance and Operation Instructions 

1. General

1.1 Construction

Face to fact is according to API609-1997, top/square stem is according to ISO5211.

Only the disc and the body of butterfly valves are in contact with the medium.

1.2 Technical Specification

Max.working pressure:             DN50-300 16Bar

Max. Shut-off pressure:            DN50-300 10Bar

2. Type marking and Materials

1. Valve series: Wafer type short neck valve with double shafts

2. Valve side DN: 50-300mm

3. Body material: GG25

4. Disc material:A351-CF8M

5. Seat body material: EPDM

Operating t/℃:  -30℃---+120℃ 

6. Shaft material: AISI 416

7. Hand lever: GG25

8. Top flange: Standard ISO 5211

3. Storage

Put the valves in dry place and the ones that smaller than 12” (DN300) should be 

kept on shelves, piling is forbidden; adopt measure to protect the ones that can 

not be stored in houses, valve seat can not be exposed in sunlight for a long time. 
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4. Check before Mounting

Before mounting, check the content of data plate that whether it meet the 

necessity of work condition of pipes, and then check the cleanness of sealing 

face of valve seat and flange face, whether there are breakages on each side of 

the valve seat, whether connecting pieces of driving devices are loose, and 

whether caging device of circuit changer are effective, try to open and close the 

valve fully for one time, close the valve after confirming its normal operating. 

5. Mounting

◆ Be careful to transport or lift the valves to the pipes line and make sure to avoid

any crashing of the seat sides with any other solid objects.

◆ This series’ attended mode is wafer without flange backup plate, concentric

mounting butterfly with pipe flange.

◆ This series are not accepted by welding flange pipe.

◆ Discs can not be contacted with pipe inwall, when discs opening.

◆ Ensure there are no extraneous component in valves inside and pipes, when

connect valves to pipes.

6. Check after mounting

◆ The valve may leak out and break if the test pressure higher than rated pressure,

so we advise strongly that test pressure should below the rated pressure.

◆ Full open the valves before test pressure, the flow media in high speed can flush

sealing face to remove extraneous component that in pipes, and then close

valve.

7. Operation

◆ Using valve under the pressure higher than the nominal pressure is forbidden.

◆ Valves shall normally be closed by turning the shaft in a clockwise direction and

opened in an anti-clockwise direction when facing the shaft end.

◆ When an Electric Actuator or a Pneumatic Actuator is used, disc shall be opened
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manually so that the butterfly valve can be semi-closed before the actuator works. 

Thus the actuator can avoid to be destroyed when a faulty connection in the 

circuit occurs. 

◆ When a valve is blocked in an open/closed position, gearing shall be examined.

If the gearing is not blocked, some interference must occur in the valve. Do Not

force to open or close the valve, avoiding to damage the valve. Please call the

service to maintain the valve.

8. Service

◆ Regular service only point to maintenance driving device and valve link sealing.

When flow through disc if leak out this series butterfly valve can transfer the

resilient seat or disc, but that need professional and equipment to complete.

◆ After mending, finish one completely open-close circulate at least. Check the leak

out condition after pipe pressure recovers.
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